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1. INTRODUCTION 
Finding the solution of a nonlinear operator equation 
f(x) = 0 (1.1) 
in Banach space X is a very general subject which is widely used in both theoretical and applied 
areas of mathematics, where f is a nonlinear operator from some domain D in a real or complex 
Banach space X to another Y. When f is Freehet differentiable, the most important method to 
find the approximation solution is Newton's method which is defined by 
/ --1 x~+l=x~-  f (x~) f(x~), n=0,1 , . . . ,  
for some initial value x0 E D. The well-known works, due to Kantorovich [1] and Kantorovich and 
Akilov [2], on the convergence ofNewton's method, under the hypothesis that f/i is bounded on D 
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and x0 is far enough from the boundary of D, transforms the convergence of the Newton method 
into the judgment of some bound criterion around x0. It implies the existence of the solution. 
Therefore, the existence of the solution is a very natural hypothesis. The advantage is that it 
makes us clearly see how big the convergence ball is. Under the hypothesis that the derivative 
of f satisfies the Lipschitz condition, Traub and Wozniakowski [3] and Wang [4] independently 
obtained the exact estimate for the convergence ball. In order to investigate the complexity, 
Smale [5] assumed that f is analytic at the solution and introduced the criterion 7](x*): 
)11)1/(~_1 ) 7i(x) : sup (llf'(x)- (k)(x 
k_>2 
He gave an exact estimate for the corresponding radius under the hypothesis that 7f(x*) _< 7, 
for which some strictly weaker condition, i.e., 7-condition, was substituted by Wang and Han [6] 
lately. Very recently, to unify the above results, Wang [7] generalized the concept of the Lipschitz 
condition. He introduced the so-called Lipschitz condition with L average and gave unified exact 
estimates of radii of convergence ball of the Newton's method and existence ball of the equation. 
However, in practice, equation (1.1) is often nonconsistent. In this case, we need to find the 
least squares olution of (1.1) when X and Y are of finite dimensions, or equivalently, we solve 
the following minimization problems: 
~ 2f(x)T  f(x). (1.2) 
Let R '~ denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Thus, when f : R n --~ R m is a nonlinear 
Frechet differentiable mapping and rn >_ n, one of the important methods to find an approxima- 
tion solution of (1.2) is Gauss-Newton's method, which is defined as follows: 
X~+l = x~ - [f '(x~)Tf'(x~)]- i  f,(x~)-rf(x,~), n = O, 1,2,. . . ,  (1.3) 
where x0 E R ~ is an initiM point. As is well known, see, for example, [8], under the assumption 
that the derivative of f satisfies the Lipschitz condition, Gauss-Newton's method converges if the 
initial point x0 is sufficiently near the solution. 
Following Wang's idea in [7], in this paper, we will investigate convergence of Gauss-Newton's 
method for finding the least squares olution under the generalized Lipschitz condition with L 
average. The unified exact estimates of convergence ball of Gauss-Newton's method and the 
existence ball of the least squares olution are obtained so that some earlier and recent results 
are extended and improved sharply. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
For x e R n, r > 0, let B(x, r) denote the open ball of radius r at x. Let L(#) be a positive 
nondecreasing function and x* E R n. Then, the following concepts of Lipschitz condition with 
L average were introduced in [7]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The mapping f from R ~ to R "~ is called to satisfy the radius Lipschitz condition 
with L average on B(x*, r) if 
_ fP(=) ]If(x) - f(x~)]} < L(#) d#, 
J 'rp(z) 
VaeB(x* , r ) ,  0<T<I ,  (2.1) 
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DEFINITION 2.2. The mapping f from R ~ to R m is called to satisfy the center Lipschitz condition 
with L average at x* on B(x*, r )  i f  
f 
p(x) 
tIf(x) - f(x*)] I <_ L(~) d~, 
.Io 
vx  e B(:,r). (2.2) 
Let R TM denote the set of all m x n matr ices and A + be the general ized inverse of A E R TM.  
Then, A + = (ATA) - IA  x when m _> n and A is full rank. The following lemmas are useful in 
the rest. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
Then, 
(See [9,10].) Let A ,E  C Rmx% Suppose that B = A + E and IIA+I I ItElt < 1. 
rank(B)  _> rank(A) .  
In particular, rank(B)  = n if rank(A)  = n, m > n. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [9,10].) Let A ,E  6 R mxn. Suppose that B = A + E and IIA+I] IIEI] < 1. 
Then, 
lIB+If _< 
if rank(B) = ranktA). Furthermore, 
l iB+- A+II-< 
if rank(A)  = rank(B)  = min{m, n}. 
IIA+II 
i -IIA+II IIEI] 
~ I IA÷I I  2 IIEII 
1 -IIA+[I IIEII 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.2 of [11]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that L is positive nondecreasing on [0, r]. Then, for each A >_ O, the 
function 7~ defined by 
lfo' ~(t )  = ~ #~L(#) d#, t e (0, r], 
is also nondecreasing on (0, r]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that L is positive nondecreasing on [0, r]. Then, the function !b defined by 
¢(t )  = ~7 (2t - #)L(#) d# 
is also nondecreasing on (0, r]. 
PROOF. For any 0 < t l  < t2 _< r, we can write ~(t2) - ~( t l )  as follows: 
¢(t2)  - ¢ (h )  = t-~ (2t2 - #)(L(#)  - L ( t l ) )  d# + - (2h - #)L(#) d# 
1/o'1 ± P + t~ 2¢2 - t l ) L (p)  d~ + t l  A1 (2t2 - p)L(tl) du. 
The standard computat ion shows that 
= Jo +.) .)) d. 
1 2 fh  
+ 2 - 2"-2t2 tl [ L(#) dp 
3(t l  - t2) JO 
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and 
It follows that 
t~ A (2t2 - I~)L(tl) d. -~ 2t~tl fot' L(tl) dl~. 
¢(t2) ¢ ( t l )~f l  ~ - = (2t2 - #)(L(#) - L(tl)) d# 
1_ £ 
+ 3(t~ + t~)(t~ + tl) Jo" 2t~t~ n(t~) d~ 
1 ft~(2t2 , )(L(#) L(t , ) )d# 
~2 it1 
+ d. 
+ 3(t~ + t~)(t~ + t~) jo ~, 
2t2t 1 (L(tl) - L(#)) d# 
>_0, 
i.e., ¢(t2) >_ %b(tl) when t2 > tl. 
3. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that x* is the solution of (1.2), f has the continuous derivative f'  in the 
ball B(x*,r), if(x*) is full rank, and f '  satisfies the radius Lipschitz condition with L average. 
Let r satisfy 
0 < /3J°L(#)#d# + v/2/32ef°L(#) d# < r, (3.1) 
1 - /3 foL ( . )  d. 
where c = IIf(x*)l] and/3 = II[f'(x*)T f'(x*)]-l f'(x*)TII. Then Gauss-Newton's method (1.3) is 
convergent for all xo e B(x*, r) and 
IIx~ - x*ll -/3f°P(X°)L(/~)# d/~ [Ix~-I - x*l]2 + v~/32P(x°)ef°P(X°)L(#) d,  [Ix~_l - x* N 
- q= IL~o - x* LI, 
(,- (3.2) 
where 
0 < q =/3fS(X°)L(%)#d# + V~/32cf°P(=°)L(#)d# < 1. 
p(~o)  0 - ze<~°~L(")d.) 
In particular, if c = O, then, 
PROOF. By (3.1), we have 0 </3 fo L(#) d~ < 1 so that 
[f'(x*) Tf'(x*)] -1 : ' ( : )  T II:'(x) s'(:)ll </3 f"(~°~ Jf - _ L(#) d% </3 L(#) d# < 1. 
J0 
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From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, it follows that, for all x E B(x*,r), f'(x) is full rank and satisfies 
[f,(x)Tf,(x)]-i f , (x)T < 
- 1 - flfoP(X°)L(~) d# 
and 
x/2 ~2 foP(~°) L(#) d# [f,(x)Tf,(x)]-i f , (x)T _ [f,(x.)Tf,(x.) ]-1 f , (x . )T  < 
- 1 - ~foP(X°)L(#) d# 
for any x 6 B(x*,r). Taking A = 1 and l = 0 in Lemma 2.3, respectively, we have 
f~(~°)L(#)#d# , , f~(~°)L(#)#d# rf~L(#)#d # f [ L (#)#d# 
p(x0) :p~xo) ~ < r2 - 
and 
Hence, from (3.1), it follows that 
fo(X°)L(#) d# < foL(#) d# 
p(x0)  - 
0< q-  p(xo) ~,l_/3foP(~O)L(----------~)d--- ~ + l_~/oP(~O)L(#)d# / 
i [ ZfoL(.),d E g-2/~2~foL(,)d,~ 
< r \ l -~foL(#)d# + 1 - /3 foL (#)d  # ] < 1. 
Since 
xl - x* : xo - x* - [f'(xo)T f'(Xo)]-I f,(xo)T f(xo) 
= [ f , (xo)T f , (x0) ] - i / , (x0)T  [/ '(x0)(xo - ~*) - f (~o) + f(~*)] 
+ [f,(x.)Tf,(x.) ] - i  f ,(x.)Tf(x.) _ [f,(xo)TI,(xo) ] - i  f,(xo)Tf(x.) '
for all Xo C B(x*,r), we have 
Jlxl - x*[[ < [f'(xo)Tf'(xo)] -1 f ' (xo) T r./n 1 [f'(xo) -- f'(xo + T(X* -- X0))] (X0 -- X*) dT 
+ [f,(x.)Tf,(x.) ]- l f ,(x.) T _ [ft(xo)TI,(xo) ]-1/,(x0) T [[f(x*)[] 
< ./o f( o, d, 
- 1 -/3fo(~°)L(#) d# J~p(~o) L(#) d#. p(xo)dT + 1 -/3foP(~°)L(#) d# 
flfoP(~°)L(#)pd# v/-2Z2cfoP(~°)n(#) d  
1 - Zfo'(~°)L(#) d# 1 -/3f:(~°)L(#) d# 
Consequently, Ilxl -x* l l  _~ qNxo -x*ll and so xl e B(x*,r). Clearly, (3.2) holds for n = 0. Now 
assume that x~ E B(x*, r) and (3.2) holds for n > 0. Then, with the same argument, we obtain 
that 
flff(X~)L(#)~ d# v/5~2cfoP(X~)L(#) d  I Ix~÷l - x*ll < 
- I f l f : (~)n(#)d# + - 1 --  f lE (~)L (#)  d# 
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Thus, again using Lemma 2.3, we have 
ZfS(=~)L(,)~ d ,  p(x,)  2 42  Z2Cfo~(=°>g(,)d, p(x~) 
I1~+1 - ~*ll < + d.) - 9z  d.) 
_ f~foP(:°)L(/~)# d/~ ][x,~ - x't[ u + x/'2/32p(xo)cf~(:°)L(lz) d# [[x~ - x* N 
p(=o), (1 - 
<_ ql[x~ - x*t[ <_ qn+lllx o - x*[I , 
i.e., xn+l C B(x*, r) and (3.2) holds for n + 1. Hence, (3.2) holds for all integers n > 0 by 
induction. | 
REMARK 3.1. Theorem 2.1 extends the result due to Wang [7] in the case when the inverse 
f (x) -1 exists and f(x*) = O. 
REMARK 3.2. The following proposition shows the estimate of convergence ball given in Theo- 
rem 3.1 is optimal in some sense. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, if 
r : ~f°L(~)~ d~ + x/2~ecfoL(~)d~ (3.3) 
1 -  foL(,) d ,  
there exists f and some xo on the boundary of the dosed ball B(x*, r) such that Gauss-Newton's 
method faiIs. 
PROOF. We construct an example for the case of X -- Y = R. For x E [x* - r, x* + r], define 
Then, 
X* -- X x--x* 
/3 ÷ / (x -x* -#)n(#)d#,  x*<x<x*+r ,  
f (x)  : JO 
X* -- X fX*--a: 
/3 /o (x -x*+#)n(p)d#,  x* - r<x<x* .  
I 1 x--x* 
-~+f0  L(#)d~, x*<x<x*+r ,  
i f (x )= 
f0iE 
* ~5C 
x* -x  L(#)d~, x* - r<x<x* .  
It is easy to show that f '  satisfies the radius Lipschitz condition with L average on B(x*,r). 
Note that c = 0. By (3.3), we obtain that 
( // ) flf(x* + r) = 2r - l  + fl L(#) d# = 2rflf'(x* + r). 
Let x0 = x* + r. We then have xl = x* - r. Similarly, by mathematical induction, we can verify 
that x~ = x* + ( -1)hr .  Hence, Gauss-Newton's method fails. | 
The following theorem is concerned with the convergence under the much weaker condition 
that i f(x) satisfies the center Lipschitz condition with L average. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that x* is the solution of (1.2), f has the continuous derivative f '  in 
the ball B(x*, r), if(x*) is full rank and satisfies the center Lipschitz condition with L average. 
Let r satisfy 
0 < •f°(2r - #)n( , )  d,  + v/~/3%foL(~) d# _< r. (3.4) 
1 - Z foL ( , )  d# 
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Then Gauss-Newton's method (1.3) is convergent for a11 xo ~ B(x*, r) and 
11~ - x*ll 
< Zf~(~°)(2p(xo) - , )n ( , )  d ,  I I~-~ - ~*17 + v~Z~ep(~o)fo~(~°lL(,) d ,  I I~-~ - ~*11 
p(xo) 2 (I - fifo p(x°) L(#) d#) 
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(3.5) 
_< qnlIzo - ~*II, 
where 
0 < q = ~f°P(~°)(2p(x°) - #)L(#) d# + V~fl2CfoP(X°)L(#) d# < 1. 
p(xo) (1 - fifo p(~°)L(#) d#)  
In particular, if c = O, 
2 ~ I [xn -x* l l  <q  I l xo -x*H.  
PROOF. By (3.4), we have 0 < f l fo L(#)d# < 1. ~rthermore, using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, it 
is easy to verify that q < 1 from (3.4). Then, with the similar argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, we get 
~01 dT IIXl -- X*I] -~ [ft(xo)Tft(XO)]-I ft(x0) T [ft(Xo) -- f t(x 0 ÷ T(X* -- X0))] (X 0 -- X*) 
+ f'(x*)Tf'(x*)] - i  f'(x*) T -- [f'(xo)Tf'(Xo)] - i  f'(Xo) T ]If(x*)N 
<--Z [[[ff(Xo)--f '(x*)]+[f'(x*)--f '(Xo+T(X*--Xo))]H []X0--x*l[ d~- 
+ [f'(x*)Tf'(x*)] - i f ' (x* )  T _ [f'(xo)Tff(Xo)] - i f f (xo)  T Hf(x*)[[ 
f l#  (f0P(X°)L(#) d# + f~P(X°)L(#)d#)p(xo) d~- ÷ v/-2~2CfoP(~°)L(#) d#
< 
- 1 - flff(~°)L(#) d# 
fifo p<~°) (2p(x0) - #)L(#) d# Hxo - x* ][2 + v~fl2cp(xo)ff(~O>L(#) d#I[xo - x* It 
p(xo) 2 (1 - fifo p(~°)L(#) d#) 
= qll~o - ~*11. 
Therefore, xi E B(x*, r). Clearly, (3.5) holds for n = 0. Assume that x~ E B(x*, r), (3.5) holds 
for n > 0, and p(x, 0 decreases monotonically. Then, using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 again, we have 
iix,~+ i _ x.ii < flff(~=)(2p(x~) - #)L(#) d# I Ix. - x*ll ~ + v~9~eP(~)f[(~=)L(~) d# I1~ - x*lt 
p(x~) 2 (1 - fifo p(x~)L(#) d#) 
< 4fS  (x°)(2p(xo) - ~)L(~) d~ Ilxn - x* IJ 2 + ~2cp(xo) fd (~°)L (~)  d ,  I1~ - ~* II 
p(xo)2 (1- d.) 
-< ~llx~ - ~*t[ -< ~+l l l xo  - x*ll. 
This implies that (3.5) holds for all integers n > 0 by induction. 
4. THE UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION 
In this section, we will deal with the estimate of radius of the uniqueness ball of the solution 
of (1.2). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that x* is the solution of (1.2), f has the continuous derivative f' in 
the ball B(x*, r), if(x*) is full rank and satisfies the center Lipschitz condition with L average. 
Let r satisfy 
r = fl L(p)(r  - #) d# + cflo L(~) d/~ > 0, (4.1) 
where c,/~ are given as in Theorem 3.1 and ~0 = f[[f'(x*)Tff(x*)]-ill. Then x* is a unique 
solution of (1.2) in Be*,  ~). 
PROOF. Suppose that x0 ~ B(x*, r), x0 ¢ x* is another solution of (1.2). Then, 
[f,(x,)T f,(x.) ]- i  f,(xo)T f(xo) = O. 
This implies that 
Xo - x* = xo - x* - [f'(x*)T f'(x*)]-I f,(xo)T f(xo) 
= [f'(x*)Tf'(x*)] - i  f ' (x*) T [ff(X*)(X0 - -  x*) - f(xo) -t- f(x*)] 
+ [f'(x*)Tf'(x*)] - i  [/ '(x*) T - / ' (x0)  T] f(xo) 
-~ f ,¢ . ) s  f l  = [ f ,¢ . )Ty¢ . ) ]  If'C*) - f'(~* + ~(x0 - ~*))] (x0 - x*) dr 
+ [y¢, )s / , (x . ) ] -~ [/ ,¢.)T _ f,(~0)T] f(~o) 
and 
Ilxo x*J] < [f'(x*)T f '(x*)]-i  f ' (x*)  T r./ni -- ]lf'(x*) -- if(X* + ~-(xo -- x*))ll Ilxo -- x*]l d~" 
+ [f(x*)Sf'(x*)] -1 IIf'(x*) s - S'(xo)slP )lf(~0)ll 
5 fl L(#) d# p(xo) dT+ cflo L(#) d# 
dO dO 
= fl L(#)(p(xo) - , )  d# + Cflo L(#) d#. 
dO dO 
Observe that monotonicity of L implies that functions 
ires -~ L(#)(t - #) d/z and 
axe nondecreasing with respect o t, Then, we have that 
1[ 
L(#) d# 
1(/or /o r ) I l x0 -x* [L<-  fl L(#)( r -#)dp+cf lo  L(#)d# I lXo -X* [ ]= l lx0 -x* l l  , 
r 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, the solution of (1.2) is unique. I 
The following proposition shows the estimate given in Theorem 4.1 is optimal in some sense. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1, if 
/o /o r = fl L(lz)(r - #) dt~ + cflo L(#) d/z, (4.2) 
there exists f such that  (1.2) has another solution Xo • z* in the  close balI B(x*, r). 
PROOF. Let f be defined as in Proposition 3.1 and let :Co = x* + r. Since c = Ilf(X*)ll = o, it is 
easy to see that f(xo) = 0 from (4.2); however, x0 • x*. I 
REMARK 4.1. When f(x)  - i  exists and f(x*) = 0, the exact estimations of the radii of the 
uniqueness ball on the solution of (1.2) was given by Wang [7]. Note that in this case, L need 
not be nondecreasing but only positive integrable. 
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5. APPL ICAT IONS 
In this section, we will apply the obtained results to some concrete cases. First, by taking L 
as a constant, we immediately obtain the convergence and uniqueness results under the classical 
Lipschitz condition. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose that x* is the solution of (1.2), f has the continuous derivative f '  in 
the ball B(x*, r), if(x*) is full rank, and f '  satisfies the radius Lipschitz condition 
I I f ' (x ) - f ' (x ' ) l l~(1-* )L l lx -x* l l ,  Vx e B(z*,r ) ,  0<~<1,  
where L is a positive number. Let r = 2/(3i lL)  - (2v/2/3)f lc > 0. Then Gauss-Newton's 
method (1.3) is convergent for all xo c B(x*, r) and 
I Ix~ - x* l l  < f lLl]Xn_l - -  x*l]  2 + 2v~2Lc I Ix~-~ - x*] l  < q~Jlxo - x* l l ,  
- 2(1 - ~Lp(xo)) - 
(5.1) 
where 
In particular, if e = O, then 
Moreover, the given r is optimal. 
flLp(xo) + 2v~ fl2Lc 
0 < q = 2(1 - flLp(xo)) < 1. 
I I~ -~*11-< q2" lifo - x*ll. (5.2) 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose that x* is the solution of (1.2), f has the continuous derivative f '  in 
the ball B(x*, r), if(x*) is full rank, and f '  satisfies the center Lipschitg condition 
IIf'(~)-f'(x*)ll ~LIl~-x*]l, VmeB(x*,r).  
(i) Let r = 2~(5ilL) - (x/2/5)fle > O. Then Gauss-Newton's method (1.3) is convergent for 
a11 xo ~ B(x*, r) and 
I1:~,~ - x* l l  < 3 f l L ] [X~_ l  - x* l?  + 2x/2 ,z32Lc J ]x~- i  - x* l l  < qn l ]xo  _ x* l l ,  
- 2(1 - flLp(xo)) - 
where 
In particular, if c = O, 
3flLp(xo) + 2v~ fl2Lc 
0 < q--  2(1 - f lLp(xo))  < 1. 
I I=n -x* l l  _< c?° II=o - x* l l .  
( i i )  Let , = 2(1 - cZoL) /ZL.  Then the solution of (1.2) is unique in the ball B(=*,  r). More- 
over, the given r is optimal. 
Next, taking L(#) -- 27/fl(1 -7#)  3, we have the corresponding results under the SmMe as- 
sumption. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that x* is the solution of (1.2), f has the continuous derivative ff in 
the bail B(x*, r), if(x*) is full rank, and f '  satisfies the radius weak Lipschitz condition 
1 1 
~(1 - 71Ix - x* l ] )  = - /3 (1  - ~-~llx - x* l l )  ='  
I l f ' (x) - f ' (x ' ) [ I  ~ VxEB(x* , r ) ,  0<T<I ,  
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where '7 is a positive number. Let 
r= 5-x /29 '7c -  V / (5 -  x /29 'Tc )2 -8 (1 -v~9 'Tc )  >0.  
4'7 
Then Gauss-Newton's method (1.3) is convergent for all Xo ~ B(x*, r) and 
II~,~ - 5"11 < '711x,~-1 - ~*11 ~ + ~9 '7c(2  - '7p(xo) ) t l~-~ - x*ll < q,~llxo _ x*l l ,  
- 2 (1  - ' T ; (xo) )  2 - 1 - 
where 
'7p(~o) + v~9'7e(2  - "7p(~o)) 
o < q = 2(1  - ' Tp(xo)?  - 1 < 1. 
In particular, if c = O, then 
H~-  5*H < q~"Ilxo - ~ *ll. 
Moreover, the given r is optimal. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that x* is the solution of (1.2), f has the continuous derivative f '  in 
the ball B(x*, r), if(x*) is full rank, and f '  satisfies the center weak Lipschitz condition 
1 1 
[ I f ' (x)-  f'(x*)l[ <- f l (1-VI]x-x*[I)2 /3' Vx E B(x*,r), 0<r<l .  
(i) Let 
t 
7 - ~9 '7e-  V / (7  - ~ 'Te)  2 - 16  (1  - 2V~9'7c)  
r > 0. 
8'7 
Then Gauss-Newton's method (1.3) is convergent for all xo E B(x*, r) and 
I1~,, - x*tl <_ '7(3 - 2 '7 ; (xo) )N~, , -~ - ~* l?  + v~9'7e(2  - '7 ; (~o) ) [1~, , -~ - ~*l[ 
2(1  - ' Tp(xo) )  2 - 1 
where 
(2  - 'Tp(x0))  (2 '7 ; (50)  + v~ 9"7o) - '7 ; (x0)  
0 < q = 2(1 - 'Tp(x0)) 2 - 1 < 1. 
In particular, if c = O, 
(ii) Let 
39 - 90'7c - x / (39  - 90'7c)2 - s (9  - 290'7c) 
49"7 
Then, the solution of (1.2) is unique in the ball B(x*, r). Moreover, the given r is optimal. 
REMARK 5.1. It should be noted that, since all known results on the convergence of Gauss- 
Newton's method required the global Lipsehitz condition, all the results in this section are new 
even in the case of classical Lipschitz conditions, especially, the results under the center Lipschitz 
conditions. The following example shows the convergence results under the center Lipschitz 
conditions is an essential improvement. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let X = R and Y = R 2. Define 
f l (x ) - -  l+~s in  dx, f2 (x )=~x +c, VxER,  
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where lel < 2 and f = (fl,  f2) T. Then, 
l x 7r 
l+gsin2, x¢0, f ; (x)=l,  vxen  
f~ (x) = 1, x = 0, 
Obviously, x* = 0 is a solution of (1.2) and ff satisfies the center Lipschitz condition 
v~ 
I tY (x )  - Y(x*)]l = y Ix  - x*[, VxER.  
It is easy to check that/3 = 1. It follows from Corollary 5.2 that, for any xo C B(x*, (v~/5)(2 -
Ic])), Gauss-Newton's method (1.3)is convergent and (5.1) holds for 
3v~p(xo) + 4c q= 
2 (2 - v~p(xo))  "
When c = 0, (5.2) holds for 
av p( 0) q= 
2 (2 - V~p(x0)) " 
However, there is no positive integrable function L such that (2.1) holds. In fact, observe 
qr  5T  1 
[If;(x)- f~(xr)ll = xsin '--' -- Txsin 
= 2k+1' tg  "I '.L 
for x = 1/k, ~- = 2/(2k + 1), and k = 1, 2 , . . . .  Thus, if there was a positive integrable function L 
such that (2.1) holds on B(x*,r) for some r > 0, it follows that for some k0 > 1 it satisfies 
fo r -k~ r l / k  
L(#) d# > k~:ko= J2/(2k+l) L(#) d# >_ f ' (xr) l l  
1 
f '  x" - +co, > l l f I (  x ) -  1( )l]--- ~ 2k+~ 
k=ko 
which is a contradiction. 
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